ANNEX B: STRATEGIC SITES
Introduction
B.1

This annex provides boundary maps for the following proposed allocation sites.

Strategic Site
Totton and the Waterside
SS 1 north of Totton
SS 2 west of Marchwood
SS 3 north of Marchwood (Cork’s Farm) [Partly subject to SFRA
level 2]
SS 4 the former Fawley Power Station (mixed-use)
South Coastal towns
SS 5 south-west of Lymington
SS 6 south of Lymington
SS 7 north-east of Milford-on-Sea
SS 8 central Hordle
SS 9 north Hordle
SS 10 north-east New Milton
SS 11 south-west New Milton
Avon Valley and Downlands
SS 12 west of Bransgore [Subject to SFRA level 2]
SS 13 south of Ringwood [Partly subject to SFRA level 2]
SS 14 east of Ringwood [Subject to SFRA level 2]
SS 15 east of Ashford
SS 16 north-west of Fordingbridge
SS 17 north of Fordingbridge (Burgate)
All strategic sites

Homes
3,210
920
760
150
1380
930
180
100
110
180
100
130
130
1,520
100
400
250
130
290
350
5,660

Concept master plans
B.2

The officer presentation to this report will include draft site concept master plans.

Design principles for new and developing neighbourhoods
B.3

The purpose of design policy (including supplementary design guidance) is to ensure
that development creates pleasant and sustainable places to live. New development
should not compromise the qualities of the existing environment and the
sustainability of existing communities.

B.4

The guiding principle to our approach is to use the existing landscape to create
harmonious, distinctive and walkable neighbourhoods. These should be made up of
well-crafted buildings, tranquil streets and spaces and offering desirable homes,
fresh air, trees and gardens supported by a connected network of green spaces.

B.5

Within neighbourhoods there will be focal areas of greater activity with community
and public facilities or amenities (e.g. a nursery, school or shop). Through good
design the places people will want congregate should be easy to find, convenient to
access and pleasant to be in.

B.6

Development will be expected to follow these principles as well as those given below,
bearing in mind the rural edge nature of the existing environment for most of the new
allocation areas:

i

Create clearly definable character, identifying and building upon what makes an
area locally distinctive and creates a strong sense of place within new
neighbourhoods.

ii

Ensure a strong sense of connection to existing neighbourhoods through
footpath links, accessible greenspace and visual links where appropriate and
offer a choice of routes through and within the development. To enable new
communities and new development to ‘knit into’ the fabric of the existing
settlement as opposed to creating segregation imposed through artificial
screening of new developments. The new networks of accessible green spaces
should contribute significantly to the quality of life in existing neighbouring
communities.

iii

Create a network of green spaces and streets which offer public access to
amenity, a connected green infrastructure and pleasant setting for built
development. The layout and orientation of dwellings should offer all homes
close proximity to greenspace. If the home does not directly look out onto
greenspace, the street should have some enhanced form of greenery in the form
of trees or enhanced garden spaces. To offer a sense of character applicable to
the district and the relevant local neighbourhood and offer the health benefits of
contact with greenspace and the natural environment.

iv

New development should predominantly be in groups of homes. These should
be laid out as perimeter blocks with building frontages (including front doors)
facing outward towards public spaces and streets to offer ‘natural surveillance’.
Private gardens or green space should be provided in tranquil and secure areas
within the perimeter of buildings with gardens backing onto each other

v

Create a balance of space and built form that is appropriate to the location and
the character of the existing place.

vi

Higher densities should be achieved through innovative use of building design
and imaginative block arrangements. Where standardised house forms are used
but gardens and public space are overly condensed, development takes on a
more urban form that can feel oppressive and out of place in a rural context.

vii Provide some form of small front garden or private space between each dwelling
and the public street or space. To offer each dwelling an opportunity where
occupiers can personalise some part of the space around their place, to
contributes to the character of the street or public space and residents adopt a
sense of ownership and responsibility for the quality of their neighbourhood.
viii Create a strong sense of place across small neighbourhoods or whole sites
through by using a consistent set of building details and materials, varying their
use imaginatively to create interest. Add variety by selective use of different
building forms, skylines, and spaces. The aim is to create a place with an identity
that residents are proud to call home.
ix

Augment existing watercourses, ditches and ponds to create a network of
drainage solutions to local flooding and capacity for storm water. To prevent
flooding elsewhere in the network and manage local flood events within the
allocation site wherever possible.

Strategic Site 1: Land North of Totton (formerly site A)



Around 920 homes and 6 hectares of employment land.
Land reserve for a primary school if required.

Strategic Site 2: West of Marchwood (formerly site B)



Around 760 homes (reflecting gas pipeline constraints)
Land reserve for a primary school if required.

Strategic Site 3: North of Marchwood (formerly site C)



Around 150 homes
Coastal area is within a revised flood risk area so allocation is subject to ongoing
assessment to confirm safe development can be achieved.

Strategic Site 4: The former Fawley Power Station (new allocation)






Around 1,380 homes
Around 30,000 sqm of industrial land prioritising marine industries
A marina and related maritime development
Around 20,000 sqm of supporting retail, civic and commercial facilities
Part of a proposed joint policy approach with the New Forest National Park Authority
to include (subject to their Local Plan decisions): around 120 homes, a school if
required and extensive habitat mitigation, recreation and open space areas on land
adjoining in the New Forest National Park area.

Strategic Site 5: South West Lymington (formerly site E)


Around 200 homes

Strategic Site 6: South of Lymington (new site)


Around 100 homes

Strategic Site 7: North-east of Milford-on-Sea (formerly site F)



Around 110 homes
Associated open space on the northern area, which will remain Green Belt

Strategic Site 8: Central Hordle (formerly site H )



Around 180 homes
Potential primary school site if required

Strategic Site 9: North Hordle (formerly site I)


Around 100 homes

Strategic Site 10: North East New Milton (formerly site L)


Around 130 homes

Strategic Site 11: South-West New Milton (formerly site N)


Around 130 homes

Strategic Site 12: West of Bransgore (formerly site O)



Around 100 homes
Site now falls within a revised flood risk area so allocation is subject to ongoing
assessment to confirm safe development can be achieved.

Strategic Site 13: South of Ringwood (formerly site P)




Around 400 homes
Land reserve south of the site in Green Belt for a primary school and formal open
space if required.
The eastern third of the site now falls within a revised flood risk area so allocation of
this part is subject to ongoing assessment to confirm safe development can be
achieved.

Strategic Site 14: East of Ringwood (formerly site Q)



Around 250 homes
Site now falls within a revised flood risk area so allocation is subject to ongoing
assessment to confirm safe development can be achieved.

Strategic Site 15: East of Ashford (formerly site T)


Around 130 homes

Strategic Site 16: North of Fordingbridge (formerly site S)


Around 290 homes (in addition to housing on allocated site Ford 1)

Strategic Site 17: Burgate north of Fordingbridge (new site)


Around 350 homes

